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Step 1 

The Booth assembly consists of two assembled 
end frames, three linking rails, link curtain and 
fixing screws.    

Stand the assembled end frames in position 
using a linking rail for distance in the room to 
check positioning before assembly.  

Step 2  

Remove the two bolts and washers for the mid-
dle linking rail on both end frames.  Discarding 
the washers. 

Step 3 

Using the removed bolts, connect the middle 
linking rail to both end frames.  

Step 4 

Remove the bolts and washers for the top link-
ing rail on the uprights, discard the washers. 
Secure the top rail to one end frame. 

Step 5 

Thread the top* of the curtain along the top 
rail, and secure the rail to the other end frame. 

Check the rail is visible on the inside of the 
booth. See below.  

* the top Loop on the curtain is smaller than 
the bottom loop  
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Step 6 

Thread the bottom linking rail through the bot-
tom of the curtain.  

Step 7  

Undo the bottom bolts and washers to one 
end frame. Fix the bottom linking rail in place, 
using the bolts, discard the washers.  

Step 8 

Rotate the rear seat fixing brackets and posi-
tion the seat so they align with the rear up-
rights. Then rotate the side seat brackets to 
align with the adjacent uprights  

Using the supplied screws, attached the seat 
brackets to the uprights.  

Secure seat brackets to the seat once fixed in 
location.  

Step 9 

Draw the curtains long the rails to enclose the 
booth.  

Fix the other end of the bottom rail to the other 
end frame assembly in the same method.  
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